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FX Options Weekly Report
Macro and Vol Commentary
The recent risk-on sentiment has seen assets rally as funds which were sitting on the side-line to return to the
market. The pandemic in LATAM is behind the U.S. and European countries, but will the USDBRL rally continue?

Brazilian Data
Manufacturing PMI for May improved on a month-on-month basis to 38.3, up from 36.0 the previous
month
New orders and output were once again weak due to the economic restrictions from COVID-19; export
orders were sequentially weak, but as other countries ease lockdown restrictions, we expect this data
set to improve
The weakness in the real should help support Brazilian exports if orders can be processed
The trade balance for May was above estimates at $4,548m but weakened on the previous month
which was $6,702m
Industrial production was -27.2% on a y/y basis
As with the rest of the globe, unemployment increased to 12.6% in April, and we expect this to rise
further in May but plateau in the superseding months
The formal job creation total was -860,504 for April
Electricity demand is starting to improve, Bloomberg high frequency suggests the economy is trying to
return to normal
The government's primary balance has declined to -92.0bn for April, and this will fall further in May
There are calls for the government to extend the social aid package of BRL600/month to the
vulnerable, this would increase government debt
Public Net debt as a % of GDP was 52.7% for April, according to the Banco Central do Brasil
Bolsanaro is attempting to re-open Brazil's economy, but the virus remains prevalent
There is anger in Brazil, which is seen by the WHO as the epicentre of the virus now, at the government
for releasing incorrect data on the virus
Two health ministers resigned since the beginning of the pandemic

Some health experts suggest that the virus in Brazil hasn't peaked and is expected to do so between
July and September

Brazil Monetary Policy
Recent legislation has been passed in Brazil to allow the purchasing of private and public debt
The Selic rate target rate is 3% but the decision next week will likely see interest rates cuts
We expect traditional monetary tools to be the primary option before the central bank look to QE and
bond-buying
It is important for the bank to flatten the yield curve

The anti-government protests have been gaining momentum slowly, and this looks set to continue. The recent
statement from the Fed suggests low rates in the long run and this has hampered risk appetite today. We expect
this to be a bump in the road and risk sentiment to return. We need to see improvements in Brazil to suggest a
sustained rally in the Real. The economic stimulus that is needed in Brazil is significant and will mean that the
economic reform that was previously promised will have to take a back seat. This will keep the BRL weaker for
longer. However, as risk appetite continues to return to the market, we may see the BRL ride that wave and
strengthen somewhat, especially we if we continue to see dollar weakness.

Volatility Commentary
Over the Coronavirus crisis, USDBRL implied vols spiked along with most of the Macro FX vols in Q1 of this year.
Implied vols for USDBRL, however, have not quite come off as much from the spike as other Macro FX vols, with
recent volatility realising higher than implied. As mentioned above, we have seen BRL strengthen in the past
month, but with a President who remains unwilling to impose lockdown measures and, as mentioned above, Brazil
likely to have not reached its Coronavirus peak yet, BRL strength may not continue towards the latter half of Q3.
We favour slight long vol positions which would benefit from a reversal spot/USDBRL moving higher towards the
end of Q3, see below for trade idea.

USDBRL Trade Idea
Buy EKI Call option with strike 5.0000 and barrier 5.5000, with 3-month expiry for circa 242k USD (for
reference vanilla equivalent is approximately 354k USD)
In addition to the EKI above, those expecting a USDBRL to remain at current levels or go further lower in
the short term, investors can take advantage of vol curve inversion (up to 1y) and reduce upfront
vol/theta cost by additionally selling a Vanilla Call Option with strike 5.0000 with 1-month expiry for
circa 221k USD
Combining the two would give an upfront cost of circa 21k USD

Charts and Tables

Technical Charts
JP Morgan Global Volatility FX Index

The index has continued to trend lower in the last week, after failing into resistance at the 100 DMA. The
stochastics have surged higher and are now overbought and starting to fall after a sell signal but the index fails to
confirm the improvement in market sentiment and remains on-trend. The RSI is overbought and the break above
resistance holds firm may prompt the index to test the 200 DMA at 8.60. The index has struggled above the
100DMA and this could prompt a break through support at 7.62 with secondary support at 6.60.

USDBRL

The USDBRL has weakened in recent weeks, investors rejected 6 and prices have broken support levels of the
moving averages. The indicators are starting to improve and the stochastics have emerged out of oversold but
the MACD diff is positive and starting to diverge. This suggests higher prices in the near term back towards 5,
with the 38.2% fib level at 5.1120. In order to regain upside momentum, the market needs to gain a footing above
this 38.2% fib level and the upper trend channel. However, on the downside, a death cross is on the horizon as the
50 DMA is set to cross below the 200 DMA. A rejection of prices above 5 may set the scene for a breach of the
50% fib level before the lower trend channel to 4.5810.

The Dollar Index

The dollar index has continued to weaken and remains within the trend channel. The stochastics are have given a
buy signal and diverge suggesting higher prices, to confirm the signal prices need to take out the upper trend
channel. The MACD diff is positive but lacks conviction. To regain upside conviction prices need to break out of
the trend channel, this would set the scene for a test of 97, with the tertiary level at 97.812. However, momentum
is on the downside in the longer term after the bearish engulfing candle and reaffirmation of resistance at the
upper trend. If the index can break through support at 96 and hold below this level we could see a challenge of
secondary support at 95.77. The market remains on-trend and we expect this to continue in the near term.
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